Abstract-Look-up table behavioral models (i.e. X-parameters, Cardiff model), input drive '|A11|' referenced, extracted directly from measurement data, provide an accurate non-linear CAD modeling solution. Typically, formulated, like s-parameters, in the travelling wave (A-B) domain, since these waves can be directly measured and controlled in the high frequency domain. However, if formulated in the admittance (I-V) domain they would provide a more robust MMIC design modelling solution supporting the capability of width and frequency scaling. Presently, no technique has been presented that allows for the extraction of admittance behavioral models directly from load-pull measurements. Previous solutions have all involved complex indirect procedures based on using an extracted (A-B) domain behavioral model and CAD simulations using voltage sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Look-up table (LUT) frequency domain behavioral models are commonly used to predict nonlinear behavior of active devices and circuits, providing robust and accurate tools for microwave circuits design. Typically, such behavioral models are formulated in terms of large-signal parameters relating device ports travelling waves (A-B), for example, the PHD model or the Cardiff model [1] - [2] .
In the framework of broadband MMIC circuit design, model accuracy and scalability over frequency and transistor width are key requirements. A requirement typically addressed by blackbox state functions (I-V and Q-V) formulated models whether table-based [3] - [4] or compact [5] - [6] . While width scaling is feasible in the (A-B) domain [7] , [8] , it has been recently demonstrated that if the LUT behavioral model is formulated in the (I-V) admittance domain, it has the capability to also meet both width and frequency scaling objectives [9] , [10] , [11] .
Unfortunately, at high frequency, nonlinear calibrated measurement systems control and measure the (A-B) travelling waves, hence while the extraction of (A-B) formulated behavioral models is straightforward, this is not the case for (I-V) admittance domain based behavioral models. To date, the extraction of these models has not been done directly but via complex indirect/simulation based procedures [9] , [10] , [11] . For example, initially extracting, directly from measured load-pull data, an extrinsic LUT (A-B) behavioral model, referenced to '|A1,1|'. CAD simulations may then be performed using this (A-B) model, by applying voltage sources to generate a dataset suitable for the extraction of an (I-V) admittance domain based LUT behavioral model, referenced to '|V 1,1 |'. This procedure makes the extraction a complex and time consuming process, with many steps and possible accumulated errors. But so far, such procedures were required since microwave nonlinear vector network analyzer (NVNA) measurement systems use 50 ohm RF power generators, that only allow the user to directly control the stimulus traveling waves, but would require the application of complex real time iterative procedures to emulate RF voltage generators.
In the new extraction technique proposed in this paper this limitation is overcome. In this technique, during behavioral model extraction from measured waveforms, the 'V1,1' dependence -obtained from averaged measurement data-is explicitly considered, thus, allowing for the first time, direct extraction of an LUT admittance (I-V) domain behavioral model from (A-B) measurements.
II. EXTRACTION OF A-B BEHAVIORAL MODEL
The role of the LUT behavioral model is to provide a formulation that can both describe the nonlinear device measured behavior and provide an accurate tool for CAD of non-linear MMICs. To achieve the first goal, the model must be able to accurately replicate the measured large-signal device performance as a function of drive level and source/load impedance variations. The second goal requires a model formulation that is robust with respect to interpolation capabilities and with some added "intelligence" for reasonable extrapolation.
These goals are achieved, for example, in the Cardiff model by using a formulation to describe the response of a non-linear system based on the mixing interactions of all the input stimuli. In this paper, we will use this model to describe the proposed extraction technique.
A. The traditional Cardiff model formulation
Typically, since measurements are performed by stepping the input drive level, hence during LUT model extraction the value of '|A1,1|' is assumed constant, the generated model is stored as an indexed LUT of model parameters 'M phi ' vs '|A 1,1 |'. In the case of using measured load-pull data to predict fundamental and second harmonic device behavior, it is the input stimuli 'A 2,1 ' and 'A 2,2 ', that need to be accounted for in the model formulation. Eq. (1) shows the required Cardiff model formulation, in this case, after phase normalization. 
B. Advanced formulation for Cardiff model extraction
To solve the previous limitation, we propose an advanced formulation, in which the input stimuli 'A 1,1 ' is also included in the mixing formulation, for use during Cardiff model extraction. Eq. (2) shows the modified (advanced) Cardiff model formulation, after phase normalization, now required, that includes all input stimuli 'A 1,1 ', 'A 2,1 ' and 'A 2,2 '.
Using this formulation, extraction with a variable '|A 1,1 |' is now possible. First, the 'K p,h,i,t ' model coefficients, with corresponding mixing order given by 'a i +b i +e i,t ', are extracted directly from the measured data. The required LUT 'M p,h,i ' model coefficients, are then computed for the mean value of '|A 1,1 |', as follows:
Also, using this formulation, determination of the required model complexity (constrained by the maximum mixing order and maximum value of mixing coefficients r i , b i , s i , d i and e i,t ) can now, for the first time, be automated. The new mixing coefficient 'e i,t' of '|A 1,1 |' is defined as 'e i,t =|f i |+2t', where 'f i ' is computed from the mixing relationship to the harmonic 'h'. In this case 'f i =h-(b i +2c i )'. While 't' is another stepped integer quantity, 0, 1, 2… Higher values imply a higher mixing order.
This new method allows for the extraction of the (A-B) domain behavioral model (as defined in (1)) from data sets when there is non-constant input level. This new formulation is, at least, valid for small perturbations of '|A 1,1 |', hence low mixing order values; i.e. 't<2'.
For testing the feasibility of the proposed model extraction procedure, an (A-B) domain behavioral model was now extracted from NVNA measured load-pull datasets, both fundamental and second harmonic, for a non-constant input drive
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Load−pull impedances 978-1-5090-6360-4/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEElevel. In this case, three input power levels from a dataset generated, on a 1dB grid, was used. Figs. 1 and 2 summarize the robustness of the achieved results on a 100um gate width GaN device at 4 GHz fundamental frequency. The NVNA active fundamental load-pulling is performed around the optimum load impedance, and the second harmonic load-pulling is performed around the Smith Chart edge. In this case, the required mixing coefficients (ri, b i , s i , d i and t) are determined using the following constraints, a maximum mixing order of 7 and maximum values for mixing coefficients being b=2, r=1, d=1, s=0 and for '|A 1,1 |' t=1. Using this approach, an LUT (A-B) behavioral model extraction has been successfully undertaken using NVNA measured datasets obtained from non-constant input drive levels.
III. MODEL EXTENSION TO THE ADMITTANCE DOMAIN AND DIRECT EXTRACTION VALIDATION
Consider now the translation of the proposed advanced extraction formulation (2) to the (I-V) admittance domain, as shown in (4): (4) This new formulation allows for the (I-V) admittance domain model extraction directly from waveform measurement data, even when the value of '|V 1,1 |' is not constant, hence, addressing the limitations imposed by NVNA-based measurement systems based on microwave power sources. The required (I-V) admittance behavioral LUT 'N p,h, i ' model coefficients (from the translation to the admittance domain of (1)) can be also computed for the mean value of '|V 1,1 |', as follows: (5) Figs. 3 and 4 show the success of the proposed procedure, again using three input power levels, from a dataset generated from on a 1dB grid, to accurately extract (I-V) behavioral model. Output power vs. num. meas. This new method reduces significantly the extraction time for the (I-V) admittance domain model, in comparison to the original method used and described in the introduction section. This is mainly because the model coefficients extraction is now directly done from measurements in one processing step, without involving a simulator. It is eliminating the need of additional intermediate simulations step, as in the previous approaches [9] , [10] which provides for a significant time saving. Basically, the time it now takes to extract and (I-V) admittance domain model is identical to that for extraction of the original (A-B) travelling wave domain model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This manuscript provides a robust and accurate solution for the extraction of LUT (I-V) admittance domain behavioral models directly (analytically), for the first time, from measured large-signal waveform load-pull data. Admittance domain models are very useful, since they provide for a much simpler implementation within the CAD tools, which is more compatible with supporting scalability over frequency and transistor size, hence providing a behavioral modelling framework more flexible and suitable for broadband nonlinear MMIC design.
